. Run time and parallel speedup of each main step of PatCC1 under different parallel settings, when using the cubed-sphere grid at the coarse resolution level. "3-1" and "3-2" indicate the first stage (decompose the whole grid into kernel sub-grid domains) and second stage (expand each kernel sub-grid domain) of the third step, respectively. Table S2 . Run time and parallel speedup of each main step of PatCC1 under different parallel settings, when using the cubed-sphere grid at the medium resolution level. "3-1" and "3-2" indicate the first stage (decompose the whole grid into kernel sub-grid domains) and second stage (expand each kernel sub-grid domain) of the third step, respectively. Table S3 . Run time and parallel speedup of each main step of PatCC1 under different parallel settings, when using the cubed-sphere grid at the fine resolution level. "3-1" and "3-2" indicate the first stage (decompose the whole grid into kernel sub-grid domains) and second stage (expand each kernel sub-grid domain) of the third step, respectively. Table S4 . Run time and parallel speedup of each main step of PatCC1 under different parallel settings, when using the latitude-longitude grid at the coarse resolution level. "3-1" and "3-2" indicate the first stage (decompose the whole grid into kernel sub-grid domains) and second stage (expand each kernel sub-grid domain) of the third step, respectively. Table S6 . Run time and parallel speedup of each main step of PatCC1 under different parallel settings, when using the latitude-longitude grid at the fine resolution level. "3-1" and "3-2" indicate the first stage (decompose the whole grid into kernel sub-grid domains) and second stage (expand each kernel sub-grid domain) of the third step, respectively. 
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